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Learning	Objec-ves	
� Understand concept of social impact 
� Understand concept of “Theory of Change” 
� Understand differences between traditional 

Logic Models and Theory of Change 
Models 

� Understand components needed to build a 
Theory of Change Model 
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What	is	social	impact?	
�  Changes to social conditions that are meaningful 

and measurable 
� Societal changes  

�  Poverty  
�  Social Justice  
�  Equality  
�  Health  
�  Safety and Security – reduce child abuse/neglect 

� Environmental changes 
�  Conservation  
�  Energy  
�  Environmental health  
�  Climate change  
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Types	of	Impact	

� Impact on Individuals 
 
� Influence 
 
� Leverage 
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Types	of	Impact:	Individuals	
� Meaningful and measureable changes in people’s 

lives: 
� Awareness, knowledge, skills, behavior 
� Health/behavioral health 
� Family stability 
� Financial/educational status 
� Safety, permanency, well-being 
�  Individual impact collectively affects community 

impact 
� Strategies to achieve impacts include direct services, 

therapy, education, support groups 
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Types	of	Impact:	Influence	
�  Influence includes: 

� Visibility of issue/solution 
� Change in community norms 
� Change in public will 
� Changes in partnerships 
� Changes in policy or practice 
� Legislative/political influence 

� Strategies include research, technical assistance, 
advocacy, dissemination of information 
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Types	of	Impact:	Leverage	
� Leverage includes: 

� Availability of public funds 
� New physical resources  
� Private investment resources 
� Changes in philanthropy, e.g. new foundations,  

� Strategies include co-investment, capital investment, 
funding and resource allocation 
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How	is	social	impact	
created?	
� Created by activities and investments 

�  Time 
�  Expertise 
�  Material assets 
�  Network connections 
�  Reputation 
�  Human resources 

�  Social impacts can be 
�  Positive or negative 
�  Intentional or unintentional 
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Social	Impact	Crea-on	Cycle	

What	will	you	
invest?	

What	
problem	will	
you	address?	

What	steps	
will	you	take?	

How	will	you	
measure	
success?	

How	can	you	
increase	
impact?	
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What	problem	will	you	address?	
� Mission driven – needs to align with your 

purpose for being 
� Related to organizational culture 
� What societal and environmental causes 

are most important to your agency? 
� Need to prioritize issues –  
   can’t boil the ocean 
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What	will	you	invest?	
� Need to determine organizational 

capacity to invest in a Theory of Change 
model to increase social impact: 
� Time  
� Monetary commitment 
� Resources  

�  Technology 
�  Expertise 
�  Physical space 
�  Employees 
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What	steps	will	you	take?	
� Develop theory about what actions create 

desired change 
� Look at research and best practice  
� Think outside the box - innovation 
� Generate model about how strategies and 

actions effect change 
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Measurement	
	
	
	
	
	
	
“Not everything that counts can be counted, 
and not everything that can be counted, 
counts.” 

�  Albert Einstein 
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How	will	you	measure	success?	
� What is the purpose of the measurement? 
� Are we measuring the right indicators? 
� Which measures are most critical? 
� What kinds of measurement approaches are 

needed? 
� Develop measurement plan  
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How	can	you	increase	impact?	
� Goal is to improve strategy and interventions in order 

to improve impact 
� Evaluate data collected and relationship to strategy 
� Strategize enlarging impact 

�  Innovation – improvements in models or 
operations 

� Successful scaling – increasing size or reach of 
services 

� Collaboration - sharing expertise and resources to 
help other organizations increase impact 
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Mapping	the	course	to	impact 		
� Two Major Models used 

�  Traditional Logic Model 
�  Theory of Change Model 
 

� Often used interchangeably 
 
� Each have unique purposes  
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Logic	Models	and	Theory	of	
Change	Models	-	Differences	
� Logic Model 

� United Way format is most familiar 
� Has a 30 year history 
� Clear identification of goals/outcomes 
� First widespread attempt to depict a program  
� Components attempt to match activities with 

outcomes 
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Logic	Model	
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Tradi-onal	pipeline	logic	model		
� Starts with target population 
� Program resources  
�  Interventions and activities (inputs) 
� Measurement of activities (outputs) 
� Outcomes 

� Short term 
�  Intermediate 
� Long term 
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Limits	of	pipeline	logic	model	
� Linear - limits multiple causal strands between 

activities and outcomes 
� Lacks clarity in showing multiple causal strands 

between activities, target population variables 
and outcomes 

� Lacks differentiation of timelines for activities to 
maximize successful change 

� No clear feedback loops for what repeating 
processes might build success 
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What	is	Theory	of	Change?	
� Theory of Change 

� Carol Weiss popularized theory of change 
approach in 1995* 

� Method to capture components of complex 
initiatives 

�  Impact versus outcomes-based 
� Causal model 
� Articulates underlying assumptions 
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Theory	of	Change	
� Strategy level work 
� Theory about which actions or 

interventions will create desired change to 
solve an identified problem 
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Theory	of	Change	Model	
� A representation of how and why a 

complex change process will succeed 
under specific circumstances 

� Both a process and a product 
� “Results Chain” 

�  context, explanations & hypotheses added 
� Takes into account research and historical 

perspectives 
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“If  you don’t know where 
you are going, any road 
will take you there.” 

   -Alice in Wonderland 
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Need	For	a	Good	Roadmap 		
� Theory of Change identifies: 

�  Where you want to go 
�  The route you will take to get there 
�  Why certain milestones are necessary steps in 

reaching your destination 
�  What is my strategy to ensure the milestones are met, 

e.g. buying gas 
�  What assumptions are you making about the trip you 

are taking, e.g. own a car 
�  Helps avoid going somewhere (even if it’s nice) if it 

doesn’t take you where you want to go 
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Components	of	Theory	of	Change	
� Problem definition  
� Impact 
�  Includes pre-conditions or intermediate 

change leading to impact 
� Strategy  
� Rationale  
� Assumptions  
� Indicators and measurement system 
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Theory	of	Change	Model	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	

All pre-conditions must be achieved before impact is achieved 
Pre-conditions can be seen as intermediate outcomes 

Document assumptions about how and why change occurs 

Impact	

Necessary		
Pre-

condition	

Necessary		
Pre-

condition	

Necessary		
Pre-

condition 

Necessary			
Pre-

condition	

Necessary			
Pre-

condition	

Explain 
Why 

What 
activities 
are 
needed? 
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Building	a	Theory	of	Change	Model		
�  Starts with the end result – what is the problem and what 

change is needed to resolve it? 
�  What are the pre-conditions for change to occur? 
�  Determine strategy and interventions which will create the 

change 
�  Need to include rationale for the strategy 
�  Need to identify the assumptions being made for change to 

occur? 
�  How will you measure your impact?  What indicators will be 

used to determine if pre-conditions are met? 
�  Is your Theory of Change plausible, feasible and testable? 
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PRE-CONDITIONS	FOR	
IMPACT/OUTCOMES IMPACT/OUTCOMES

1.	What	is	the	current	state	of	the	problem,	questions	the	
evaluation	is	attempting	to	solve	or	what	issue(s)	are	you	
striving	to	address?			What	is/are	the	root	cause(s)	of	the	

problem?		What	population	is	most	effected	by	this	problem	
or	issue?

QUALITY	REVIEW

2.		What	would	success	look	
like?		Identify	what	are	you	
desired	outcomes	in	the	near	
and	long	term.		What	long-
term	change	the	program	

seeks	to	gain	and	for	whose	
ultimate	benefit?		These	

become	your	outcomes	and	
ultimate	impact.

5.	How	will	each	pre-
condition,	intermediate	and	
longer	term	outcomes	be	
measured?		What	data	is	

already	available?		How	will	
you	measure	and	collect	the	

data?

INDICATORS	OF	
IMPACT/OUTCOMES

6.	Is	your	theory	of	change	
plausible?		Is	it	doable	or	

feasible	to	accomplish?		Is	it	
testable?

THEORY	OF	CHANGE	MODEL

7.	NARRATIVE	-	Summarizes	theory	and	explains	the	pathways	of	change,	highlight	some	of	your	major	assumptions,	
rationales	and	interventions,	and	present	a	compelling	case	as	to	how	and	why	your	program	makes	a	difference.

RATIONALE
Explain	the	connections	between	the	pre-conditions	and		
outcomes	and	why	a	pre-condition	is	needed	to	achieve	

another	pre-condition	or	outcome.		State	the	rationale	behind	
how	and	why	the	identified	change	will	happen.				This	allows	
to	check	on	whether	the	activities	and	outputs	are	appropriate	
for	influencing	change	in	the	desired	direction	in	this	context.		

Are	these	supported	by	research?		

ASSUMPTIONS
Conditions	or	resources	that	are	believed	to	be	needed	for	
the	success	of	the	program.		These	conditions	or	resources	
are	believed	to	already	exist	and	will	not	be	problematic	to	
maintain.		Wrong	assumptions	can	undermine	the	theory	of	

change.

STRATEGIES/	
INTERVENTIONS/ACTIVITIES

4.	Identify	successful	
engagement	and	change	
strategies	to	achieve	your	

impact/outcomes.		Strategy	is	a	
coordinated	sequence	of	

interventions,	using	a	variety	of	
tools	to	bring	about	an	outcome.		
Activities	are	needed	to	make	
the	strategies	and	interventions	
happen.		What	factors	might	

effect	change	either	positively	
or	negatively?

DEFINE	PROBLEM	OR	ISSUES		
START	HERE

3.	What	must	happen	before	
the	change	occurs?	(If/then	
chains,	backwards	mapping	

and	causal	chains)		



Define	the	Problem	
� What are the root causes of the problem? 
� Are there opportunities available as a 

result of the problem? 
� What are the consequences of the 

problem? 
� Who is affected by the problem? 
� Are there community needs or  
   assets related to the problem? 
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Expected	Impact	
� Referred to as results/outcomes/impact 
� What does it look like if success is 

achieved? 
� What is the benefit to the target 

population? 
� What has to change (pre-conditions 

needed) if the impact is going to be 
achieved? 

� Helps avoid doing good things that don’t 
get you to where you want to go 
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Assump-ons	
� Beliefs about necessary conditions or 

resources you think already exist 
� Are typically not problematic 
� Conditions that underlie the solutions 
� Are critical in the validity of the theory 
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Strategy	
� Solutions that work to solve the problem 
� Coordinated sequence of interventions  
� Based on research or historical experience 
� Interventions include a variety of activities 

and tools 
� Innovative methods and  
  “Out of the box” thinking  
� Interventions follow outcomes 
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Ra-onale	
� Why that intervention? 

� Which interventions done in certain ways are 
most likely to bring about change desired? 

� Why that pre-condition? 
� Need to explain every step of why  
   pre-conditions are needed 
� Why they would lead to future outcomes and 

impact 
� Connects interventions in causal  
   relationship to outcomes 
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Measurement	Plan	
� Need to identify indicators to measure  
    pre-conditions and ultimate impact 
� Every indicator should answer: 

� What? 
� For Whom? 
� How Many? 
� How Good? 
� By When? 
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Why	indicators	for	pre-condi-ons?	
� Need to know how well a precondition needs to 

be met in order to reach the next or ultimate goal 
� Example 

� Logic Model would tell you that the after school 
program is an activity and improved reading 
scores is an outcome.  Attendance might be an 
intermediate outcome. 

� TOC model would tell you that students need to 
attend after school programs at least 3 days a 
week for at least 60 days with specific curriculum 
focus for reading scores to improve. 
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Measurement	Matrix	Example	
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MEASUREMENT PLAN 
 

 
Pre-Condition 

 
Indicators 

 
Benchmark or 

Target 

 
Data Source/Data 
Collection Method 

 
Reporting Method 

     

     

     

 



Organiza-onal	Measurement	Maturity	
� The more mature an organization’s measurement 

system is, the more likely it will produce greater and 
more meaningful impacts. 

� Dimensions of Impact Measurement Maturity 
�  Purpose of measurement system: capacity to use as 

continuous performance improvement 
�  Types of metrics gathered: range and meaningfulness 

of impact measured 
�  Strategy: relationship between the impact 

measurement system and the organization's strategies 
and business models 
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Model	for	Level	of	Measurement	Maturity	
� Emergent – tracking funds raised and expenses 
� Established – monitor the quantity and quality of 

services 
� Goal driven – functioning logic models 
�  Integrated – embedded performance metrics 

into managerial processes; measures drive 
decisions 

� Evolutionary – support learning, drive resource 
allocations, used to revise strategy for 
continuous improvement in social impact 
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Logic	Models	and	Theory	of	
Change	Models	-	Differences	
�  Logic Model 

�  Graphic illustration of program 
components 

�  Clearly id outcomes, inputs, and 
activities 

�  Start with program and articulates 
components 

�  Don’t always identify indicators- 
how an outcome is to be measured 

�  Short or intermediate outcomes 
instead of pre-conditions 

 
�  Assumptions and strategy are not 

articulated 
 
 

�  Theory of Change 
�  Link program components to HOW 

and WHY change occurs 
�  Identify assumptions about desired 

change 
�  Start with impact desired and 

identify approaches needed 
�  Require identification of indicators 

– necessary to determine if  
       precondition met 
�  Need to know how well pre-

condition is met to determine  
impact 

�  Requires justifications – articulate 
strategy as cause and effect  
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Applica-on	of	Theory	of	Change	
� Start with the problem 

� Unemployment  
� Determine the impact 

� Increase job preparedness 
� How will change occur? 

� Better preparation for employment 
through education 

� What are your assumptions? 
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Applica-on	of	Theory	of	Change	
� Determine the desired immediate and long term pre-

conditions that contribute to the desired impact 
�  Increase desire to read 
�  Increase opportunities to read 
�  Increase reading ability 
�  Increase overall academic performance 

� What are your indicators for each pre-condition? 
� What are the indicators of successful impact? 

� Better reading scores 
� Better GPA 
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Applica-on	of	Theory	of	Change	
� Determine who will most benefit from the 

impact 
� School aged children 

� Determine the strategies needed for your 
theory to produce change: 
� After school reading program 
� Specific research based curriculum 
� Three days a week for 90 minute sessions 

�  What is the rationale for these interventions? 
�  What factors might effect change? 
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Using	a	“So	That”	Chain	
Strategy: Provide an after school reading program 

So That 
Children can be safe and supervised 

So That 
Children can be provided an opportunity to learn 

So That 
Children can be interested and engaged in reading activities 

So That  
Children can learn to read at a higher level 

So That  
Children are more likely to perform better in school 

So That 
Children will have more opportunities to be employed as adults 
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Example	–	Adop-on	Preserva-on	
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	 Adoptive	families	will	remain	intact	
and	parent	their	children	to	enable	
them	to	reach	their	full	potential.	

Family’s	basic	
needs	are	met	 Parenting	Skills	

are	improved	

Child’s	
functioning	is	
improved	

Relationship	
attachment	is	
improved	

Respite	and	
child	care	
needs	are	

met	

Family	has	
appropriate	
housing	

Family	has	an	
adequate	
support	
system	

Family	has	
adequate	
income	

Physical	and	
mental	

health	needs	
are	met	

Transportation	
needs	are	met	

Parents	
develop	

mindfulness/	
mentalization	

skills	

Parents	learn	
and	

demonstrate	
attunement	

Parent	
develops	
realistic	

expectations	
of	child	

Parents	learn	
therapeutic	
parenting	
skills	

Parents	
demonstrate	
therapeutic	
parenting	
skills	

Child	resolves	
own	trauma	

history	

Child	learns	
and	

demonstrates	
new	skills	

Child	
attachment	is	
improved	

Child	self-	
regulation	
improves	

Child	learns	
skills	and	

demonstrates	
improved	self	
-awareness	

Child	
experiences	
felt	safety	

Parent	
attachment	is	
improved	

Parent	learns	
and	

demonstrates	
new	skills	

Parent	self-
regulation	is	
improved	

Parent	
experiences	
felt	safety	

Parent	learns	
and	

demonstrates	
improved	self-
awareness	

Parent	
resolves	own	

trauma	
history	



Example	–	DCFS	Ini-a-ve	
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QUESTIONS? 
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